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Lesson 1 
Watch the first 

video ‘Exploring 
the UK’ 

Follow the link to BBC Bitesize to watch the video and complete the quiz. 
Watch this short video on 'Exploring the UK' with Freya and her friends from BBC 
Bitesize - Key stage 1 Geography 
 

Play the game below – Do you know all the countries in the UK? 
 
You will now need your home learning book to write a sentence about each 
country. 
 

Let's explore the 
UK - BBC 
Bitesize 

Lesson 2 
Watch the first 

video ‘Exploring 
the UK’ 

Follow the link to BBC Bitesize to watch the video and complete the quiz. 
Watch this short video again on 'Exploring the UK' with Freya and her friends 
from BBC Bitesize - Key stage 1 Geography 
 

Play the game below – Can you remember the capital city of each country in the 
UK? 
 
You will now need your home learning book to write the country and the capital 
city. 
 

Let's explore the 
UK - BBC 
Bitesize 

Lesson 3 
What can you find 

in the United 
Kingdom? 

Follow the link to the National Oak Academy to watch the video. 
In today's lesson we join Miss Browne in learning about some of the famous 
features from the four different countries within the UK. We learn about both 
natural features and human features, such as capital cities. We will write a fact 
file for each country with some of the key information from the lesson. 
 
You will need your home learning book to complete the activities. 

 

What can you 
find in the 

United 
Kingdom? Oak 

Academy 

In Year 1 this half term the focus of our Geography learning is ‘The United Kingdom.’ Here is the key 

learning from the National Curriculum that will be covered: 

Pupils should be taught to:  
 
 

Locational knowledge  

 name, locate and identify characteristics of the four countries and capital cities of the United Kingdom 

and its surrounding seas    

Don’t forget to use your Geography Knowledge Organiser for this half term – 

‘Year 1 - The United Kingdom’ - to help you learn and understand about this 

topic. 
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